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Dear Fiscal Board: 
Stop IT self-harm!



Hola!







Government IT bullshit





Better services 
Less money



Better services 
to meet raised 
expectations of users



Better services 
that work like magic







Less money 
- 90% less



In 2009, the UK spent 
£16bn on government IT



That’s 1% of the  
UK economy



£4.1bn



The goal is not better websites.  
The goal is better government. 





1. Don’t waste a crisis 
2. Be bold 
3. Stop self-harm



Step 1 
Identify it



Big, complex 
projects…





led by analogue 
managers… 





who outsource 
everything…





with bad contracts…







to the same old 
vendors…



 
 
 

 
“BETTER FOR LESS”  
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1 WHY IS GOVERNMENT IT SO WRONG?  

AN EVOLUTIONARY DEAD END 

UK Government IT has failed to meet political and public aspirations and has followed a policy of 
demand aggregation, an approach that has concentrated the IT marketplace in the hands of a small 
group of overly influential “System Integrator” companies15 who themselves find the profligate waste 
and lack of capability deeply troubling16.  

Supplier Estimated public sector ICT revenues (2008 £ million)17 

Supplier 
“SI” 

Estimated Public Sector 
revenues (£million) 

HP/EDS  2,235 
BT  2,100 
Fujitsu Services  1,200 
Capgemini  900 
IBM  650 
Capita  646 
Dell  645 
Serco  580 
CSC  400 

 

Effective checks and controls over IT contracts have been dismantled with a move instead to selectively 
placed, very large, high value and long-term contracts going to ‘the big 9’. Transparency is routinely 
refused, often for ‘Commercial Confidentiality’ reasons.  

More fundamentally, by turning away from the IT mainstream (based on open platforms, open 
competition and rapid innovation) and instead pursuing a closed, centralised IT model, government has 
effectively backed the wrong model -  it has chosen Betamax over VHS.   

Trapped in an evolutionary cul-de-sac and with little competitive leverage, it has paid ever larger 
amounts to persuade suppliers to prop up its suite of disconnected, unsustainable platforms.  How has 
this happened? 

                                                 
15 This reliance on a handful of suppliers is peculiar to the UK. One study (See P Dunleavy and H Magretts, Government IT Performance and the 
Power of the IT Industry: A Cross-National Analysis, American Political Science Association, 2004.)  found that in the Netherlands, the top five IT 
suppliers have 20% of the government market. In the US, this figure is 48%. In the UK, it is 80%. 
16 Personal communication with a number of Industry Sources. 
17 Kable Direct, Underlying Data 2009 cited in “It’s ours, why we not government must own our data”, Liam Maxwell, Centre for Policy Studies, 
2009. 



using legacy 
technologies… 





and legacy ways of 
working…



1. Write policy 
2. Guess requirements 
3. Procure IT system 
4. Inflict on users 
5. Operate (aka stasis)





that ignores citizen 
needs…





and costs  
taxpayers billions. 



Step 2 
Stop the bleeding





Control 
Centralise IT spend control 
Build a S.W.A.T. team 
Give them authority



Contracts 
£100m max 
2 years max 
No extensions



Procurement 
Make it as easy as Amazon 
Lower barriers for vendors 
Transparent and fair



Vendors 
Increase competition 
Buy from best, not just biggest 
Grow UK tech economy



Technology 
Open systems (APIs) 
Open standards 
Open source 
Cloud first



Capability 
Specialists into government  
Work on trust and culture 
Break down the silos



Delivery 
Achievable objectives 
Services not projects 
User needs first



Mandate 
Start at the top 
Change the institutions 
Enshrine it in law 
Make everything open



“The PRITS shall have absolute authority 
over the user experience across all 
government digital services and the 
power to direct all government  
IT spending.” 



Step 3 
Start again





53m+ population 
1.4m staff 
6.5m carers 
9,000 organisations 
£113bn budget 
3,000 websites





The Spine



“Sign a new contract today and 
we can save 10%” 





£21m 
150





Better services 
Less money



It’s not complicated,  
it’s just hard.  

@sheldonline


